Description & Operations

Equipment

- B-111 or B-122 SW-106, SW-110
  - Bedside station
- B-113 or E-101 or E-104-1
  - Bed cord (required for activation)
- E-105
  - Push-button stations
- or E-108A
  - Pull cord station
- E-101, E-103, E-104-1 (E-105)
  - Toggle Switch
- or E-108A
  - Mushroom Push-button
- L-101, L-102, or L-103
  - Emergency stations for toilet, bath, PT, or etc.
- Z-103
  - 1,2 or 3 lamp corridor lamp
- A-4000 Series
  - Corridor Zone Lamp
- D-111 or D-112
  - Nurses Master Annunciator
- S-111 or S-112
  - Duty station
- P-512243A
  - Staff station
- B-5243A
  - 3 AMP Power Supply
- NC-102D
  - Battery Power Supply
- Control module (required for two or three status systems)

Operation

Momentarily depressing the button on the pendant of the SW-106 Call Cord will cause the following: A steady visual indication will be seen on the associated Bedside Station, Room Corridor Lamp, Zone Lamp, indicator at the Nurses Master Annunciator, Duty Stations and Staff Stations. Simultaneously, a slow, pulsing, electronic tone will sound at the Nurses Master, as well as at all Duty and Staff Stations. The call can be cancelled only at the point of origination. Removing the call cord will place a normal call when the Station is not used. When using the ST option, a steady visual indication will be seen on the associated Bedside Station, Room Corridor Lamp, Zone Lamp, indicator at the Nurses Master Annunciator, Duty Stations and Staff Stations. Simultaneously, a rapid, pulsing, electronic tone will sound at the Nurses Master, as well as at all Duty and Staff Stations.

An Emergency Call is placed when the Emergency (toilet) Station is (pulled or pushed) and causes the following: A flashing visual indication will appear at the Calling Station, Room Corridor Lamp, Zone Lamp, associated room indicator at the Nurses Master, Duty Stations and Staff Stations. A pulsing tone will sound at the Master Annunciator, as well as at all Duty and Staff Stations. The Emergency call takes priority over Bedside Calls and can be cancelled only at the point of origination. A Priority Call is placed when a smoke detector is activated or when a code blue station is (pulled or pushed) and causes the following: a fast pulsing indication at the Calling Station, Room Corridor Lamp, Zone Lamp, associated room indicator at the Nurses Master, Duty Stations and Staff Stations. The Priority Call takes priority over the Bedside Calls and Emergency Calls.

Controls & Adjustment

The Nurses Master has a Hi-Low switch to give a choice of two, preset, levels of tone volume. The Master Annunciator also has a lamp check switch.

Corridor Lamps use bulbs that are replaceable from the front and are accessible by pulling the dome perpendicular from the plate. The Power Supply has no user adjustments on the outside of the cabinet. NOTE: Removal of the cabinet cover to make adjustments is for qualified personnel only.